Supporting innovation
Seeing the bigger picture

We are continuing our research
into concepts concerning the sustainable use of natural resources
in our industry. Furthermore, we
are of the opinion that all initiatives dealing with this topic are an important step in the
right direction. For this reason, we have pledged to donate
two cents per plant sold to a research institute specialising
in this area and chosen by our trade partners and us. In Germany, this institute is the “Haus der kleinen Forscher” (Little
Scientists’ House) in Berlin.
(www.haus-der-kleinen-forscher.de)

One brand, impressive advantages
The task: How is it possible to cultivate ornamental plants organically in wholesale quantities and to wholesale standards
without increasing the production costs and selling price? Impossible, you say? Let us present Florifair, the largest environmentally friendly outdoor production line of ornamental plants. With
our innovative cultivation process, we can kill two birds with one
stone: we produce high-quality plants while protecting the environment.
So it is possible!

represents:
· Environmentally friendly outdoor cultivation
· Water use reduced by up to 90%
· Environmentally friendly packaging and pots
· Improved product quality and longer-lasting plants

Contact

and further details

The largest environmentally
friendly outdoor production
line of ornamental plants.

Thank you for your interest in Florifair products. We would be
happy to provide you with more information about our brand
concept. We hope to receive your request for Florifair-labelled
plants soon! Please contact us with all your questions and
comments.

Strong arguments for retail
The Eurofleurs Elbers GmbH & Co. KG team
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Telefon: 0049 (0) 2832-5000-112
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The new standard

FloriFair is an

EUR

FLEURS brand

Protecting resources

Exceptional diversity

Florifair is a 100% self-contained cultivation process. Almost all of the water used on the 15-hectare area is collected after watering, cleaned naturally in biological slow
filters and is then ready to be used again for watering.

Today’s market demands more organic and environmentally
friendly products than ever before. With Florifair products,
you will be able to meet this demand.

with cutting-edge technology

What can Florifair do? Almost everything!

The sprays and plant foods that are essential for the highquality cultivation of ornamental plants therefore do not enter
the natural water cycle. The amount that is lost to our plants
is easily replenished by local rainfall. This means we can save
over 70 million litres of precious water a year – that’s as much
as is used by 500,000 Germans in a day. It really is that simple

Good right from the start
And now even better

Over 50 years of experience in conventional horticulture and
global commerce with our own produce has truly sharpened
our senses for market requirements.
For this reason, our focus is on environmentally friendly production. As a
company with its headquarters in one of
803320
803312
Europe’s best and most central cultivation areas in Germany’s Lower Rhine region, we have traditional roots but are also very dynamic and innovative. Production
focuses on peat bed plants such as Calluna, Erica and azaleas.
This is supplemented by our extensive retail range of bedding and
balcony plants as well as a good range of shrubs.
Our perfectly organised, multilingual sales team can refer to our
very own logistics specialists, while over 400 suppliers ensure a
production line that is free of interruptions and can deliver on
time.

The

Our method of cultivating organic ornamental plants in high
production numbers is completely new. It is environmentally
friendly, delivers excellent quality, is inexpensive and produces plants that are ready to sell directly after harvesting. Our
many years of experience in horticulture, our efficient logistics and, last but not least, having one of the largest organic
cultivation
areas in the Lower Rhine region enable us to produce a wide
range of plants in high numbers using the Florifair process.
All the while maintaining the excellent Eurofleurs quality to
which our customers are accustomed. Convince yourself of
the benefits!
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